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TAKAYAMA: RESTORATION REVELATION AS
POETRY RATHER THAN FRAUD

James E. Faulconer

A respectful and appreciative treatment of Latter-day Saint beliefs

n

is difficult for someone who is unable to accept them. How does
a nonbeliever avoid the alternatives o f eithe r call ing the text a fraud
or claiming it as a translation of real documents when writing about
latter-day scriptural texts such as the Pearl of Great Price or the Book
of Mormon? Michiko Takayama takes on this usually thankJess task
by trying to use contemporary philosophy to "rescue" Joseph Smith's
work for nonbelievers. She argues that he was a poet and that his
writings are poetry. Given the difficulties of such an undertaking, it
should not be surprising that the result is not without problems. In
this case, however,the problems are magnified by the failure of Takayama's dissertation committee to give her the expected direction and
guidance. What could have been a helpful and interesting wntribution
to discussions between the Saints and others is unfortunately not.
Some of the problems in Takayama's dissertation are relatively
minor, si mple er rors of fact. She says, for example, that no one but
Joseph Smith saw the plates (p. 2) and that the extant Abraham facsim iles were rediscove red in Salt Lake City (p. 3). She relies heavily

Review of Michiko Takayama. "Poetic Language in Nineteenth
Century Mormonism: A Study of Semiotic Phenomenology in
Communication and Culture." Ph.D. diss., So uthern Illinois University, 1990. 145 pp. $40.00.
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on the works of Robert Lindsey' and Fawn Brodie 2 for her understanding of LDS history, though the first is more like a potboiler than
a history book and the second is not without its problems, not the
least of which is that, as important as No Man Knows My History has
been in Mormon historiography, even those who are more willing
than I to accept Brodie's explanations and conclusions will agree that
it is now outdated. I wish that Takayama had used more standard,
contemporary sources for her historical background.
My perception of other problems may be attributed to the fact
that Takayama is not a believing Latter-day Saint and I am. For ex ample, with some regularity she argues against the historicity of the
Book of Mormon and other Latter-day Saint scrip tures without
co nsidering the argumen ts in their defense that Latter-day Saint
scholars have made. For example, on pages 85-86 she contends that
the phrase reformed Egyptian not only does not, but camlOt, refer to
any historical scrip!.3 Thus, in spite of Takayama's claim not to be
deal ing with the historical authenticity of Joseph Smith's writings
(p, 7), she sometimes asserts their historical inauthenticity to further
her arguments.
However, even if one were to ignore the minor factual errors and
to agree with each of Takayama's claims about Latter-day Saint history and texts, and even if one were to overlook the inconsistency in
her claim not to be interested in the historicity of Latter-day Saint
scrip tures, her dissertation would remain flawed. Based on my understanding of the work of the philosophers to whom she refersJacques Derrida, Victor Turner, and Harold Bloom-I think that she
did not understand their work as well as she needed to, though it is
I. Robert Lindsey, A Gilthering of $aillts: A True Story of Money, Murder, Ilnd Deceit
(New York: Simon & Schuster, 1988).
2. Fawn H. Brodie, No Miln Knows My History: The Life of Joseph Smith, the
Mormol! Prophet (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1971 ).
). But~, for ell"ample, the di$Cussions of reformed Egyplia n in William J. Hamblin,
kReformed Egyptian (FARMS, 1995); John A. Tvedlnes and Matthew Roper, ~' Joseph
Smith's Use of the Apocrypha': Shadow or RealiIY~" FARMS Rn-IfW of Books 8{2 ( 1996):
328-29; and John A. Tvedlnes and Stephen D. Ricks, ~Jewish and Other Semilic Tell"ts
Written in Egyptian Characters," JourMI of Book of Mormon Studils 5{2 ( 1996): 156--63.
H
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fai rly obvious that her lack of familia rity with their writings says at
least as much about her disserlation advisors as it does about her.
Usi ng the work of Derrida, Turner, and Bloom, Takayama says
that she will address three questions: (1) Why did Joseph Smith read
a Hebrew story in an Egyptian tcxt (which she says is the problem of
the sign ifier and, thus, the poin t at which an appeal to Derrida will
be necessary)? (2) Why does Joseph Sm ith identify himself with Abraham in Abraham 1:12 (w hich is the problem of the signified and will
require that we turn to Victor Turner)? (3) What did hieroglyphics
mean to Joseph Smith? This, she tells us, is the problem of "the ontology of signification,"~ wh ich Harold Bloom will help us understand.s
Juxtaposing Takayama's questions in this way shows the theoretical difficulty of he r proposal and the importance of justifying her decision to harness Derrida, Turner, and Bloom together, an issue her
thesis adv isors should have pointcd out. If we use Derrida's work to
understand the relation of the signifier to the sign ified, then we will
not be able to use Victor Turner's work to understand the signified
because, according to Derrida, the signified always escapes our analysis. Either the word signified means different things in Derrida than it
means in Tu rn er, in which case Takayama is gu ilty of equivocatio n,
or Derrida's understanding directly contradicts the project she proposes to complete using Turner, namely, to analyze the signified of
the Book of Abraham. This problem should have been recognized
and addressed.
Because I am more familiar with Dcrrida than with Turn er and
Bloom, let me use her chapter on his work to illustrate the difficulties
I see in her analyses. The sl imness of the chapte r is perhaps the first
4. I do not know what this phrase means. At o ne point, Takayama i dentifi~s ~ r
sonal ontology with psycholcgical state (p. 52), though such 3 use of th~ word ontology is
anything but standard. This use suggests that a special vocabulary is at work here and re·
qui r~s ~xplanation-som~thing her advisors should haY~ pointed I)UI.
5. Without rehearsing the complexities o f the arguments over signification, it is
probably ~nough for th e reader to know Ih~ terminology-signified: th~t to which a wo rd
or phrase points; signifier; a word or sign; signification: the proc~S5 in which words or
signs are correlated with things, incl uding meanings-and that th~re has been considerabl~ conl rov~rsy over questions of signification. For two very diffe rent takes on the issue,
see Jacqu~s ~r r ida, Limited IIIC (Evanston, III.; Northwestern Un ive rsity Press, 1988).
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sign that a problem exists. I am sympathetic to the difficulty faced by
anyone trying to summarize OfGrammatology.6lt is a long and difficult book. Much of its argument relies on Dcrrida's assumption
that his readers are familiar with the philosophical milieu in which
Of Grammatology appeared, a milieu which espoused the ideas of
Edmund Husserl, Martin Heideggcr, and Emmanuel Levinas. 7 Given
the difficulty of Derrida's book, it is no wonder that many of its readers have thrown up their hands in dismay or relied on the long. interpretive essay that is Gayatri Spivak's introduction. In any case, even
Derrida's best reader would have difficulty giving a meaningful synopsis in seven and one-half pages.
Another problem with Takayama's discussion of Derrida is that
her chapter does not accurately represent Derrida's thinking. To illustrate, consider Takayama's discussion of Derrida's notion of the "closure of the book" (pp. 68-69). She wonders whether the Book of
Abraham escapes the closure of logocentrism. s Logocentrism is a
word Derrida coined for the belief that there is a metaphysical center,
a unitary metaphysical explanation, standing behind reality: the logos.
Takayama apparently does not know that Derrida has identified 10gocentrism with Greek culture and has not insisted that we must find
a way beyond logocentrism.9 For example, he says, "Logocentrism lit erally. as such. is nothing else but Greek. Everywhere that the Greek
culture is the dominant heritage there is logocent rism. I wouldn't
draw as a conclusion, as a consequence of this, that we should simply
6, Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology. luns. Gayalri C. Spivak (Pa ris: ~ditions de
Minuit, 1967; Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univesity Press, 1976).
7. Many North American readers of Derrida's Of Grammatology were not familiar
with these philosophers and their writings; therefore, they gave a very different meaning
to the book than others di d. This may partially explain why her advisors did not help her
more: they were reading Of Grammar%gy in a context that gave it a very different meaning. Nevertheless. I do not think that suffidently explains their failure.
8. She answers that it does not, though she does so by quoting what Derrida has 10
say about logocentrism and then concluding, ~ Thus, Joseph Smith's writing is a 'book' in
Derrida's sense and thus is within logocentrism~ (pp. 6&-69).
9. However, Takayama may share her misunderstanding of this pain! wilh many of
those in literary theory who were writing at about the same lime as her dissertation work.
Again, this is evidence of insufficient help from her dissertation advisors.
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leave it behind."'o To show that the Book of Abraham is logoce ntric,
Takayama must show that it is best understood in Greek metaphysical terms. A number of recent stud ies have shown (for example, that
of Marlene Za radcr)" that bibli cal writ ers almos t certainly offer a
challenge to Greek metaphysics rather than endo rse it. Thus, to the
degree that the Book of Abraham shares the biblica l understanding
of things, it does not fit the Derridea n defi nition of the logocentric
book- and even if it did , it is not necessarily a criticism to say that
the Book of Abraham does not escape logocentrism. 12
In the end, the chapter on the Book of Abraham makes two
points about understanding the Book of Abraham as poetry. Those
points an d their co nclusions ca n be summarized as follows:
1. Joseph Smith knew that Abraha m went to Egypt and that the
Egyptians worshiped idols and offered sacrifices. So when he saw
Facsimile 1, he imagined that he was seeing a picture of Abraham being offered as a sacrifice in Egypt.
2. Joseph Smith's use of the word hieroglyph to identify some of
the pictograms in the facsimiles is simil ar to the Egypt ian use of the
word, even if the referents of each are different.
3. Co ncl usion: Points I and 2 suggest that we should understa nd Joseph Smith's pu rported translation of ancient sc ripture as
the creation of poetry: the documents we see reproduced in the fac similes functioned as rebuses that excited his imagin ation and al lowed him to produce the Book of Abraham.
Neither the argument of the first point nor the observat ion of the
second relies on Derrida's work. In additi on, the fi rst is an empirical
10. Jacques Derrida, " Jacqu es Denida on Rhetoric: and Composition: A Conver·
interview by Gary A. Olson, in (lnter)views: Cross· Disciplinary PerspeCljv~s on
Rhetoric and Literacy, ed. Gary A. Olson and Irene Gale (Carbondale, Ill.: Southern Illi·
nois Un iversity Press. 1991), 140.
II. Marlene Za nder, til delle impensie: Heidegger el l'htritilge htbm)·qlle (Paris: &:Ii·
tions du ~uil, 1990).
12. Though it was not Takayama's purpose to do so, had she mown that the Book of
Abraham does not share th t biblical understa nding of the world and instead adopts a pd.
mnily Greek, logocent ric understand ing, she would have made an intEresting argument
against the hiSlOricity of the Book o( Abraham. However, I doubt that she would need
Derrida, Tu rner, or Bloom to support such an argument.
sa t ion,~
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explanation, though Takayama has said she does not think that such
explanations are important to understanding LOS scripture as poetry
(sec, for example, p. x). Thus it is ironic that Takayama invokes
Derrida but does not need him to make her argument that the fac ~
similes were rebuses that worked "as a ca talyst for the story of Abra~
ham in Egypt" (p. 35). The problems in the discussions of Turner
and Bloom are perhaps not as stark as they are in the discussion of
Derrida, but they are similar.
If one does not accept Latter-day Saint claims of authenticity but
wishes, nevertheless, to avoid having to choose what is often offered
as the only other explanation for Joseph Smith's work, namely fraud,
then understanding the scriptures revealed through Joseph Smith as
poetry is probably the best alternative available. Even with such an
explanation, the problem-which Takayama has ignored-of how to
avoid the charge of fraud remains, even if the Book of Mormon and
the Pearl of Great Price are poetry. After all, Joseph Smith consis~
tendy insisted that he was giving us translations of ancient docu ments. Either he was incredibly self-deluded (perhaps so self-deluded
as to be unable to escape the charge of madness), or he lied, whether
or not the scriptures that came from his hand were poetic. 13
Michiko Takayama's attempt to make a case for LDS scripture as
poetry is admirable. We should be grateful for any outside the com~
munity of the Saints who wish to give us the benefit of the doubt.
However, in spite of Takayama's friendly intentions and our obliga~
tion to be grateful to her for those intentions, her dissertation is
flawed. Given the possibilities of analysis that Takayama wished to
undertake, it is unfortunate that her dissertation advisors were not
more demanding, critical, and helpful. Had they been, we might find
ourselves with an interesting discussion to which we could respond.

13. One wonders how to account for the Doctrine and Covenants as poetry, given a
view like Takayama's.

